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Abstract: In architectural and urbanistic compositions, fractal rhythm is the rhythm generated through objects of fractal geometry 
observed as though they were mathematical models of natural rhythm. Due to the presence of a component of randomness, fractal 
rhythm is classified among nonexact rhythms. This paper will attempt to prove that fractal rhythm is assessed as visually more 
complex than exact rhythms. In addition, it will also show how the selection of a fractal as a model of rhythm with particular 
mathematical properties may influence visual complexity of the generated rhythm, and presumably, aesthetic perception of such 
rhythm.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Relevant scientific research in the field of experimental aesthetics has determined there is a correlation between 
aesthetic preferences toward objects of fractal geometry and their fractal dimension which is a mathematical property of 
fractals observed as an objective parameter of their complexity. Moreover, results analysis of scientific descriptions of 
objects existing in nature by means of fractal geometry and measurements of their fractal dimension have shown there 
is a correlation between aesthetic preferences toward particular values of the fractal dimension on one hand, and a 
prevalent value of the fractal dimension when it comes to objects from nature on the other. Fractal dimension is 
accepted as an objective parameter of complexity of fractals, and research shows it is in correlation with the perceived 
complexity. Results of the studies conducted before the appearance of fractal geometry show a correlation between 
aesthetic preferences toward visual objects, and their objective and perceived complexity.       
In addition, there is also a relationship between values of the fractal dimension of an object and its visual properties, 
such as: detail and richness of structure, curve, roughness, jaggedness, etc, which are directly related to the judgements 
of visual complexity of visual objects, and to aesthetic preferences toward such objects. Thus, according to a group of 
authors [1], the value of the fractal dimension of a fractal has a strong effect on its visual appearance in such a way as to 
make a visual object with a low fractal dimension look like a “very flat, sparse shape”, whereas a visual object with a 
high fractal dimension on the other hand appears as a “shape with a complex and intricate structure” [1: p.57]. The 
authors describe a fractal curve as a line that “begins to occupy space” and where increasing its fractal dimension also 
increases its ''complexity'' and ''richness of the repeating structure'' [1: p.57]. Similarly, Voss [2]  writes that fractal 
dimension determines a relative level of detail of fractals, so in the case of Brownian curves, or one-dimensional 
Brownian functions for example, it occurs as a quantifiable parameter of their ''wiggliness'' [2: p.71], whereas in 
Brownian surfaces or two-dimensional Brownian functions, it occurs as a measure of “roughness”, meaning that 
surfaces with a higher fractal dimension appear “rougher” [2: p.31]. Describing Brownian surfaces, Pentland [3] 
observes that the fractal dimension roughly corresponds to our intuitive impression of “jaggedness” [3: p.974] 
''roughness'' [3: p.975]. 
The previous observations of different authors about how the value of the fractal dimension of fractals influence their 
appearance, or more precisely certain properties with a clear visual manifestation of their own, leads us to the following 
assumption – that by using these objects of fractal geometry for the design of architectural and urbanistic compositions, 
provided we adopted their mathematical or geometric properties, we may replicate their visual properties. This allows 
us to manipulate the desired visual impression of our architectural and urbanistic compositions as more or less unstable, 
variable, etc, which, as it turns out, is recognised and evaluated as more or less visually complex, by manipulating and 
adjusting the appropriate values of this parameter.  
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2. FRACTAL RHYTHM  
  
In architectural and urbanistic compositions, a nonexact rhythm may be determined using objects of fractal geometry 
from the class of random fractals observed as though they were mathematical models of natural rhythm, which was 
initially proposed by Bovill [4] who identified rhythm determined like this as fractal rhythm.    
The author analysed two types of fractals, both from the class of random fractals: fractional Brownian functions and 
random curds. Scientific literature [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]) shows the latter may be acceptable mathematical models for many 
natural shapes and processes, namely: fractional Brownian functions as a mathematical model of change over time of a 
random variable from nature, and as a model of a number of natural shapes and surfaces, e.g. terrain, clouds, bodies of 
water, plants, etc, and random curds as a mathematical model of random clustering of matter in nature, e.g. clustering of 
stars or galaxies. It was Bovill who identified the possibility of determining rhythm in architectural and urbanistic 
compositions with the aforementioned objects of fractal geometry, observing them as mathematical models of natural 
rhythm of element change or natural distribution. He described a potential procedure for transferring rhythm from a 
model to rhythm in architecture that can be used to achieve rhythm in architectural and urbanistic compositions similar 
to natural rhythm, and this is how the author justifies the proposed concept. Figures 1 and 2 show compositions of 
architectural elements (fence comprising metal rods and a wall surface covered with multi-coloured panelling) 
generated with the use of fractal objects mentioned above and procedures proposed by Bovill, as well as two examples 
from architectural practice where element rhythm may have been generated this way.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1a: Fence generated with the use of two fractional Brownian functions 
Figure 1b: Terme Olimia, Kranjska Gora, designed by ENOTA, photographer Đorđe Đorđević, PhD   

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2a: Pattern for floor or wall surface generated with two random curds; 
Figure 2b: Soccer City Stadium, Johannesburg, 2007-2010, Boogertman,  http://www.domusweb.it  

 
 
3. VISUL PROPERTIES OF FRACTAL OBJECTS   
  
Several authors have expressed their observations about visual properties of fractal objects, all of which point out to a 
certain irregularity while simultaneously emphasising a direct connection between the observed visual properties and 
the value of their fractal dimension. For example, Saupe [10] notices that fractional Brownian functions with a higher 
fractal dimension oscillate more erratically [10: p.84], and that the N parameter indicates “roughness” of the function 
[10: p.83]. Similarly, a group of authors [11]  describe a curve with a higher fractal dimension as “rougher”, underlining 
its higher ''point-to-point fluctuation'' [11: p.465]. 
More than one author classifies visual properties mentioned above under a more general definition – visual complexity. 
Thus, a group of authors [1] describe fractal objects (thus emphasising their difference from objects in Euclidian 
geometry) as objects of “immense complexity” [1: p.53]. They also say that visual impression of complexity is related 
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to the value of the fractal dimension, and that by increasing the value of the fractal dimension, we will increase the 
complexity of a structure [1: p.57]. Such a direct connection has led some authors to assume that visual complexity of 
different visual objects can be measured, and thus compared by means of the fractal dimension. For example,  Mitina 
and Abraham [12] represent the fractal dimension as an “objective parameter of fractal complexity” [12: p.1047], 
whereas Vaughan and Ostwald [13] measure and compare the ''visual complexity'' [13: стр.323] of a built and natural 
environment, measuring and comparing numerical values of their fractal dimensions.    
The assumed connection between visual complexity of fractals and their mathematical properties is significant in this 
paper as one of the potential parameters in the selection of an appropriate fractal object for the determined rhythm, 
because visual complexity represents an important correlate in aesthetic judgement of visual objects, which has been 
confirmed by research in the field of psychology of perception and experimental aesthetics conducted before and after 
the appearance of fractal geometry.  
 
3.1. Perception of Fractal Objects  
  
To demonstrate the connection between mathematical properties of fractal objects and their visual appearance, the paper 
will review the results of experimental research in the field of psychology of perception about discrimination sensitivity 
and complexity judgements of fractal objects with regard to some of their mathematical properties, e.g. in terms of 
fractal dimension value where such a connection has been confirmed.  
Research [11] [14] shows that the numerical value of the fractal dimension, which is a mathematical property of a 
fractal, is also reflected on the visual appearance of the fractal (specifically for examined objects, it manifests as 
roughness), because even differences as small as 0.2 or 0.15 in the value of the fractal dimension have been visually 
recognised; discrimination sensitivity for both fractal curves and fractal surfaces is highest for “medium” values, i.e. 
around 1.5 for curves and 2.5 for surfaces (authors explain this by the fact these values correspond to the measured 
value of the fractal dimension of most objects in our natural environment, hence our visual system has adapted to those 
particular characteristics of the environment),  as well as that fractal objects with a higher fractal dimension are indeed 
assessed as visually more complex. Here are the values of the fractal dimension of some common objects in nature: 
coastlines 1.05-1.52; geothermal rocks 1.25-1.55; plants and trees 1.28-1.90; waves 1.3; clouds 1.3-1.33, etc. [15] [16] 
Cutting and Garvin [17] examined whether there is a correlation between some of the mathematical properties of fractal 
objects (and if so, which ones) and complexity judgements. They studied fractal curves which, among other things, 
differed by the value of their fractal dimension and number of iterations in the generation process. Linking the value of 
the fractal dimension to the visual property of roughness, and then the said property to the judgements of visual 
complexity, the authors assumed there is a correlation between the value of the fractal dimension and the judgement of 
visual complexity for the observed fractal curves. Results of the experiment show that the number of iterations 
(recursion depth) had the greatest influence on complexity judgements, but in the case of curves with the same number 
of iterations, it was the fractal dimension that influenced the judgements. The authors then compared these fractal 
variables with the variables from literature which have been confirmed to influence complexity judgements, 
determining that the following two ‘old’ variables: number of sides, and the ratio between circumference and surface 
area of a polygon (which have often been the subject of similar research) are in high correlation with the ‘new’ fractal 
variables: iteration number and fractal dimension, respectively.     
In the study of perception of fractal objects conducted by Mitina and Abraham [12], fractal dimension also appears as 
the main correlate in subjective judgement of fractal complexity, where fractals with a higher fractal dimension are 
perceived as more complex.  
 
3.2. Aesthetic Judgements of Fractal Objects  
 
There has been research in the field of psychology of perception, experimental psychology and experimental aesthetics 
about aesthetic judgement of fractals striving to determine if there is a correlation between aesthetic preferences and a 
particular property of fractals.  
Describing fractals as “objects of immense complexity” (p.53), a group of authors [1] assume that people find such 
complexity “visually appealing” [1: p.53], given that fact we are continuously visually exposed to natural fractals, 
which is why we perhaps possess a spontaneous understanding and affinity toward such shapes. Studies on aesthetic 
judgements of fractals [15] [18] [19] [20] [21] rely on similar contemplations and their results decidedly indicate a 
relation between aesthetic preferences, values of the fractal dimension of observed fractals and prevalent measured 
values of the fractal dimension of objects found in nature.  
All mentioned authors have obtained similar results, despite examining preference on different fractal objects. Objects 
with a low or medium value of the fractal dimension, i.e. 1.1-1.5 were the objects with the highest preferences. The 
authors explained these results in a similar manner, e.g. as unsurprising given that the fractal dimension of many objects 
in nature falls within that range [21:p.329], that fractal properties of highly-preferred objects correspond to those from 
our natural environment [18: p. 6], that our perception and acceptance of art are shaped by the world around us [15: 
p.819], that the sensitivity of our  visual system is harmonised with fractal properties of natural environment, and 
finally, that such aesthetic preferences are a consequence of our continuous visual exposure to natural fractals [19: 
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p.253]. At the same time, as the value of the fractal dimension directly impacts judgements of visual complexity, these 
results may also be interpreted as preferences toward low and medium levels of visual complexity.  
4. VISUAL COMPLEXITY: OBJECTIVE AND PERCEIVED  
  
According to mathematician Birkhoff [22], the amount of pleasure one gets from works of art depends on two variables, 
amount of order and amount of complexity. According to him, the relationship between these variables represents the 
aesthetic measure of an artwork, or aesthetic pleasure that may be derived from it. Given he studied aesthetic 
preferences toward polygons with regard to the amount of order and complexity in them, the author listed the following 
as factors that increase complexity and order: vertical symmetry, balance, point reflection, connection with horizontal-
vertical directions, whereas complexity, in his opinion, equals the number of sides of a polygon. Here we could draw 
attention to the fact that after more than half a century, Cutting and Garvin [17]  define the aforementioned property of 
“number of sides” as one of the variables that “influence judgements of visual complexity” [17: p.365], comparing it to 
– fractal dimension. Explaining his theory of aesthetic measure, Birkhoff emphasises that the relationship between order 
and complexity actually indicates a well-known relation of unity-in-multiplicity, where complexity is equated with 
multiplicity, whereas elements of order are elements that contribute to the unity of the artwork [22: p.351]. Apart from 
the highlighted relationship between the “number of sides” (which when applied to polygons, can be interpreted as the 
“number of elements”), and the number of iterations in the process of generating a fractal, this paper also draws 
attention to the fact that, according to Birkhoff, the presence of symmetry as an element of order increases the level or 
order, whereas its absence, inevitable in architectural compositions whose elements are organised using random fractals, 
increases complexity. This means that due to the presence or absence of symmetry (or partial symmetry), nonexact 
rhythms will be recognised as more complex than exact rhythms, and this is exactly how Bovill [4] characterised fractal 
rhythm – as a complex rhythm.     
Eysenck [23] also studied aesthetic preferences with regard to elements of order on one hand, and elements of 
complexity on the other, using a number of different polygons for that purpose. He discovered the following correlation 
between preferences and geometric properties: the properties classified among elements of order by Birkhoff 
contributed to the high ranking of polygons, i.e. symmetry and balance, but there were also several new properties, such 
as repetition and compactness. The property of compactness may be equated with the P2/A variable which is also used 
in the studies of visual complexity, and which will later be compared with the fractal dimension by Cutting and Garvin 
[17]. According to Eysenck, the measure of complexity corresponds to the “number of non-parallel sides of a polygon”. 
So, in his opinion, the level of complexity increases with the increase in the number of elements with a different visual 
property.  
Such definition of the term complexity applied to polygons may help us to specify the meaning of complexity in terms 
of rhythm in architectural and urbanistic compositions, where rhythm generated by orderly repetition of two different 
elements, e.g. A-B-A-B..., could be perceived as less complex than rhythm comprising three, four or more different 
elements, which in turn would be less complex than spontaneously formed compositions that would be the most 
complex by this criterion, because as Hildebrand says, such rhythm may comprise an infinite number of elements     
[24]. Talking about renewed popularity of old urban neighbourhoods and efforts to preserve them, due to their 
“accretions and variety” [24:p.102] , Hildebrand recognises aesthetic pleasure they are able to provide and describes 
one such neighbourhood that presents itself to the observer through its seemingly identical elements and seemingly 
regular intervals – doors, windows, skylights, gables, chimneys – whose innumerable, but slight variations make each 
unit both different from and similar to others, precisely as specimen of the same species [24:p.112]. Therefore, if 
repetition and symmetry (common characteristics of exact rhythms) are indeed properties classified among elements of 
order by different authors, we may conclude that their absence increases the impact of elements of complexity, resulting 
in – increased level of complexity. We could also generalise that some of the elements these authors specify as elements 
of order, e.g. repetition and symmetry are present in exact, deterministic rhythms in architectural and urbanistic 
compositions, characterised by regular orderly repetition of either one, two or groups of different elements, which is 
why they are less complex than random or nonexact rhythms, where the repetition of a group of elements, symmetry or 
subsymmetry can seldom be established due to the component of randomness, and which consequently can be treated as 
– complex rhythms.   
In an experimental study of aesthetic judgement of visual patterns conducted by Berlyne [25], objects (patterns) were 
assessed by the properties that, according to the author, could fall under the terms “complexity” and “incongruity” in 
everyday language [25:p.274]. Several such properties were chosen and depending on their presence or absence in 
visual objects, all objects were divided into two basic classes: less irregular and more irregular, which according to the 
above mentioned factors could be substituted with: more or less complex. In other words, chosen properties are those 
presumed to impact the level of irregularity or complexity, and they will be listed here due to their significance in the 
assessment of fractal rhythm as more complex, but also because Mandelbrot [26], at the very beginning of his essay, 
characterised objects of fractal geometry as “irregular”. These properties are the following: “irregularity of 
arrangement”, “amount of material”, “heterogeneity of elements”, “incongruity”, “incongruous juxtaposition”, “number 
of independent units”, “asymmetry”, and “random redistribution” [25:p.274]. Presence of some of these properties 
places a visual object into the class of more irregular objects. It is clear that many of these properties are typical for 
fractal objects, and it is expected they will be transferred to the generated rhythm, so the rhythm may also be 
characterised by “irregular arrangement”, “heterogeneity of elements”, “asymmetry” or “random redistribution”, which 
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is why it may be assessed as “more irregular” or “more complex” than rhythms where these determinants do not apply. 
Figure 4 shows several characteristic visual patterns used by Berlyne in his experiment, and two fractals that represent 
the subject of this paper. The three pairs of visual patterns illustrate the following properties left to right: irregularity of 
shape, asymmetry and irregularity of arrangement, so in all three pairs, the drawing on the right is “more irregular”. The 
similarity between fractal objects and the drawings on the right is obvious.   

 
  
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Figure 3: Similarity of random fractals and drawings characterised as ''more irregular'' 
 
Experiment results display a tendency to rank objects from the class of “more irregular” as more interesting. This 
outcome, where objects observed as more irregular or more complex are judged as – more interesting, is confirmed by 
Rasmussen’s [27] observations on “free” rhythms in architectural and urbanistic compositions which he himself 
described as – interesting rhythms. Furthermore, one can assume that in aesthetic judgements of rhythm in architectural 
and urbanistic compositions, nonexact rhythms, whether generated by an architect or created spontaneously 
(architecture-without-architects), through the recognition of some of these properties, such as: irregularity of 
arrangement, heterogeneity of elements, or asymmetry, would be assessed as – more interesting than exact rhythms.   
The research mentioned above included another component of aesthetic experience for which Berlyne claims it is one of 
the most important and interesting issues in the analysis of aesthetic experience, the so-called “exploratory choice”. The 
author studied the impact of all above mentioned “complexity and incongruity variables” on “exploratory choice” 
[25:p.277], in other words, whether more or less irregular visual patterns are chosen more often, and for how long they 
are observed, both generally speaking and with regard to “initial exposure”. Based on result analysis, the author has 
reached the following conclusion: that at some point, the choice of more or less irregular, i.e. more or less complex 
visual patterns depends on the length of the previous exposure, or “satiation” with one or the other, but also on the 
intended length of future exposure, so as the author explains, if one should choose an object that he will have to watch 
for a long time hanging on the living-room wall [25:p.289], it is possible this person will be more inclined to avoid less 
irregular objects, such as those assessed not as more interesting, but as more pleasant in the research.  
Here we will attempt to make a connection between other Rasmussen’s observations [27] and aesthetic experience in 
terms of visual complexity to illustrate just how complex is the question of aesthetic judgement of visual complexity in 
architecture and dependency of that experience on previous exposure, all of which suggests there is a right measure of 
complexity in a built environment, or in Bovill’s words: a ''mix of order and disorder'' [4: p.176], or a mix  ''of order and 
surprise'' [4: p.6]. Namely, after visiting the medieval quarter of Rome for which he thought to be: as a piece of Nature 
that has been allowed to grow wild [27: p.129] and undisguised aesthetic pleasure in its “diversity”, Rasmussen 
describes contentment he experienced when he entered the Renaissance quarter as a contrast-amplified experience of 
“greater clarity” and order created by man in his effort to combat chaos: Man has brought order out of chaos; the hill 
has been tamed [27: p.129]. It is important to underline that the author here speaks primarily about an experience, an 
encounter with “more or less complex” that may co-exist side by side in an urban environment. Even if one fully 
accepts research results of the study on aesthetic preferences that speak in favour of visual stimuli of greater 
complexity, the above described experience of coming across the Renaissance Quirinal Street and Quirinal Palace 
cannot be denied or negated. When after exploring the medieval quarter of the city and perceiving its diversity and 
heterogeneity, regular and simple shapes, proportions and rhythms (straight lines of the street, orderly proportions of the 
windows and their regular arrangement along the wall) of the Renaissance quarter are experienced as visually pleasing 
rather than boring: Regular repetition found here is agreeable, rather than boring [27: p.130]. The author concludes by 
saying that in other cities, there are also buildings "whose great monotony'' provides something to compare other 
buildings with, it provides a ''keynote'' [27: p.130], a basic tone, which, in Rasmussen’s opinion, would be missing 
otherwise.   
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Wohlwill [28] also examines aesthetic preferences and “exploratory behaviour” in relation to visual complexity, and 
finds that the relation between the preferences and complexity is an ''inverted U-shaped function'' [28: p.311] that 
increases at first, reaching the maximum for the medium complexity level, and then decreases with further increase in 
complexity, whereas the ''amount of exploratory behaviour'' linearly increases with the increase in image complexity. 
The author points out this was expected, and explains: as the variability of elements on the visible surface is greater, 
there is more information to be processed [28: p.307]. The author’s explanation of the results is significant because it 
implicitly states his interpretation of the term – complex. Namely, Wohlwill equated greater complexity with higher 
variability, and the latter with a greater amount of information to be processed. Here, one could make parallels with a 
similar interpretation of complexity by Hildebrand [24] who, analysing the relation between order and complexity in 
architecture, recognises greater complexity in those places (e.g. old towns of different cities, like the medieval part of 
Rome Rasmussen wrote about) where “accretion and variety” are greater, which, emphasises the author, gives the mind   
''more to discover'' [24:p.102]. The properties of “accretion and variety” may be associated with the properties that, in 
Berlyne’s opinion, increase complexity: ''amount of material'', ''number of independent units'' and ''heterogeneity of 
elements''. While examining the relationship between concepts mentioned by Birkhoff [22] in relation to his “aesthetic 
measure”, i.e. concepts of order and complexity, Hildebrand [24] claims these two concepts are not in contradiction, 
instead, they are allies, or more precisely, they are “necessary allies” so much so they can be semantically joined into  
''ordered complexity or complex order'' [24:p.99]. According to him, disorder is the opposite of order, whereas the 
opposite of complexity is simplification. Hildebrand further explains that order without complexity  is – monotony, and 
that it is monotony we feel when looking at “deadly repetition” of identical houses in an urban neighbourhood for 
example, which is why we need some measure of complexity in order, as a buffer against ''too-simple order'' [24:p.102]. 
On the other hand, continues Hildebrand, complexity without order is as unpleasant as order without complexity, which 
has been confirmed by preference studies in which images difficult to organise and interpret due their great complexity 
are always ranked very low.  
We have noted another thing that explains how hard it is to find an optimal complexity level in a built environment – it 
cannot be viewed separately from other factors: the level of complexity that occurs in orderly repetition of identical 
elements, and that can be defined as the lowest level of complexity, was described by Rasmussen as ''great monotony'' 
[27: p.130] in one context, whereas Hildebrand in another context, characterises it as ''deadly repetition'' and ''too-
simple order'' [24:p.102]. 
Another thing of importance here, which is related to the study conducted by Wohlwill [28], is: how to define measure 
of complexity, i.e. how to measure the level of complexity of visual objects? The author explains that when he was 
trying to define visual complexity, he relied on the concepts of other authors [29] who equated complexity with the 
amount of variability of certain visual attributes [28: p.307]. Wohlwill examined the level of variability of the following 
visual attributes for objects whose complexity he was trying to determine: colour, shape, dominant directions, textures, 
''natural vs. artificial'' ratio. If higher variability of objects means greater visual complexity, and we have already 
encountered the same explanation of complexity in Eysenck’s work [23], then this will be relevant in determining the 
number of different values of an element’s visual property whose multiple repetition generates rhythm in architecture.   
 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
 
According to Graves [30], the basic relationships between elements of compositions are the following: they may be 
identical (repetition), similar (harmony), or totally different (discord). The difference among these three fundamental 
forms of relationship is one of degree of interval and the kind and number of intervals involved. [30: p.16]. He also lists 
different types of intervals: strong, great, or major intervals, medium intervals, and weak, small, or minor intervals, and 
underlines the importance of having different or unequal intervals in a composition: unequal intervals create interest 
through variety, whereas equal intervals are monotonous and uninteresting [30: p.36], which can be compared to 
previously mentioned relationships between the number of different elements, visual complexity and judgements of 
visual attractiveness which, as we have seen, is among major parameters in aesthetic preference studies.  
The paper illustrates the dependency between visual properties of fractal objects and the value of their fractal 
dimension, as well as the relationship between fractal dimension and visual complexity, where objects with a higher 
fractal dimension are viewed as more complex. This dependency has led us to the conclusion that by using objects of 
fractal geometry in the design of architectural compositions, and by replicating their mathematical or geometric 
properties via analogical transfer, one could reproduce their visual properties which opens the possibility of managing 
the desired visual properties in architectural compositions, such as: more or less “erratic”, “fluctuating”, “jagged”, etc. 
or level of visual complexity in general through the selection of appropriate values of the fractal dimension.  
In addition, when selecting an appropriate fractal as a mathematical model during rhythm generation, we can rely on 
research results in the field of experimental aesthetics of aesthetic preferences toward fractals with regard to the value 
of the fractal dimension which show that people express highest preferences toward objects whose fractal dimension is 
around 0.3-0.5 higher than the topological value, as well as on the results of studies on aesthetic preference toward 
visual complexity which show the medium level of visual complexity elicited highest preferences.  
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